**Undergraduate Category**

First Place

“Jane Doe”
by Tyler Carnegie
Junior
English

Second Place

“Between Raindrops”
by Lizzie Rodriguez
Freshman
Secondary English Education

Third Place

“You and My Cigarettes”
by Sara Borro
Sophomore
Biology – Secondary Education

Honorable Mention

“Anorexia Mirror”
by Sarah Ann Roush
Freshman
Occupational Therapy

“T’ve Never Met a Dead Man Before”
by Hannah Widlicka
Sophomore
Pre-Optometry

**Graduate Category**

First Place

“Don’t Call Him John”
by Christine Peffer
Master of Arts in English

Honorable Mention

“Left is Right”
by Marwa T. Aldaraawi
Master of Arts in English

“T’e Cookie Dance”
by Lauren Gaynord
Master of Arts in English

“Malignancy Beware”
by Lexie Mastro
Master of Physician Assistant